
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

October 29, 2015 

 

 

 

State Board of Examiners of Plumbers and Gas Fitters 

100 Washington St. 

Boston, MA  

 

RE: Executive Order no. 562 

Board members, 

During the “Listening Session” on August 5, Thomas Theroux, Executive Director, PHCC of 

MA, expressed our deep appreciation for the work done by our State Board of Examiners to 

develop an excellent system of licensure, regulation and government of our industry.  A 

fundamental strength of our system is the ability of the State Board to respond to changes in our 

industry and keep our Massachusetts State Plumbing and Fuel Gas Code the best in the country.   

With this in mind, on behalf of our members, we are writing to recommend changes to 248 CMR 

that we believe are consistent with the directions provided in the executive order issued by 

Governor Baker.  These recommendations are the result of input solicited from our members, 

deliberations of our Code Task Force, and final consideration and approval from our Board of 

Directors. 

Apprentice requirements 

Some years back we made significant changes to our apprentice system.  Clearly changes were 

needed; however, it is time to make some adjustments to bring our requirements closer to 

national standards and encourage young people to engage in our industry. 

 Hours of experience should be changed to 4 years.  This is consistent with virtually all 

states that have licensure and Federal BAT standards.  We could not find any other state 

requiring a 5 year minimum standard.   

 Hours constituting a year of experience is 1,700.  We think this is reasonable, but an 

apprentice should be able to carry years from one year to the next.  This will provide 



 

some flexibility to accommodate for sickness, layoff and other time away from work.  

The total hours before qualifying to take the journeyman exam would be 6,800. 

 Education hours for each of the four years should be changed to 150.  This is 

consistent with Federal BAT standards and will actually result in 50 additional classroom 

hours.   

 Eliminate in regulation that education hours and experience hours must be acquired 

in same year.  The academic ideal would be for education and OJT to be concurrent; 

however, there are many practical reasons why this might not always be possible.  Not 

only is this virtually unenforceable, it is an example of overregulating a good basic 

system. 

 The definition of apprenticeship is “a system of training a new generation of practitioners 

of a trade or profession with on-the-job training and often some accompanying study”.  

Again, ideally the individual becomes trained and moves on to journeyman status.  In 

reality we know that there are individuals that may never qualify to move on to the next 

level that entered into our profession with the best of intentions when there was no 

regulatory limit on their license.   

 

There are, now, perhaps thousands of excellent employees who have been working in our 

industry as an apprentice for many years that will soon lose their license to work.  This 

regulation limiting years of apprenticeship is unique to Massachusetts.  It does not exist 

in any other state or federal regulation.  This regulation will force responsible contractors 

to fire long term employees reducing our workforce during a time that we need every 

good employee that we have.  It is possible that this action will drive good employees 

below the radar and make the current problem of unlicensed practice even worse. 

We recommend that the time limit on apprenticeship be eliminated and that these 

licensees be required to accomplish the same program of continuing education 

required of journeymen.  If CE is not completed an apprentice license renewal 

would not be allowed. 

Master qualifications 

We recommend continuing the one year of experience as a journeyman and adding 

150 hours of business related education.  The test to achieve a master license should 

focus on business knowledge.  The master license allows licensees to employ 

journeymen and the knowledge required to be run a responsible and successful business 

should be acquired and tested.  The current testing of plumbing knowledge is not 

appropriate for this license level.  The license does not authorize any additional plumbing 

work; it does authorize employment of journeymen.  We recommend that an Associate 

Degree in Business Administration from an accredited college be accepted in lieu of 

the 150 hours of education and testing requirement.  The additional year as a 

journeyman would remain a requirement. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Training
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tradesman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Profession


 

Limitations on Piping Material 

Should the Board continue limitations on piping material based on the designations of 

Commercial and Residential, we are concerned with the inconsistent and confusing 

application of these terms across the state.  Applying commercial standards to a janitor’s 

closet or lavatory in a sales office in a residential building adds unnecessary cost, is 

confusing, is not always required by local inspector and does not add to public health or 

safety. 

 We recommend the determination of whether work is Commercial or Residential be 

made by the building inspector for all trades as indicated on the building permit. 

 

 We recommend the removal of all requirements for the use of lead. 

 

Emergency gas installation 

Section 3.05(1)(a)4.b “the licensee and gas supplier (if applicable) are satisfied that the 

installation or repair will assure safe operation”. 

This requirement places an unreasonable burden on the licensee to determine that the gas 

supplier is “satisfied” with an installation.  The emergency nature of this installation 

during non-business hours makes this highly unlikely.  This also creates a hardship for 

the consumer who needs heat and or hot water, and could present a life-safety issue, 

particularly in the winter season. 

We recommend removing the “gas supplier” from this section. 

 

We are respectfully submitting these recommendations on behalf of our members to make 

improvements to what we consider to be the best code and system for licensure in the country. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

John Cersosimo 

President 

PHCC of MA 


